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A. Maggie is preparing for her General Studies Project. Read the article and fill in the blanks 
with the most suitable prepositions. 

Pollution in Hong Kong

According (e.g.)  to  a recent report published (1)  the green group 

of Natural Environment in Hong Kong, the pollution level is so high that it causes all types 

(2)  environmental damage. 

This leads (3)  extreme weather conditions, including typhoons and 

rise in temperature. Air pollution is mainly caused (4)  the exhaust fumes 

emitted (5)  cars (6)  the road.

Factories also produce smoke. Areas (7)  lots of factories such as 

Kwai Chung and Tai Po are seriously affected. (8)  help ease the 

problem of air pollution, we can make an effort. First, switch (9)  the air 

conditioners when they are not (10)  use.
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Gordon︰  (1) you (ask) all your teachers and classmates to 

sign and write in your autograph book yet?

Maggie︰  Sure, I (2) just (get) the principal’s autograph.

Gordon︰  Cool! I’d like to (3) (ask) for his too! By the way, which secondary 

school will you go to?

Maggie︰ Hong Kong College.

Gordon︰  Is that the same secondary school that your sister studies? I remember your 

mum (4) (take) us to its Open Day last year. Your sister 

(5)  (give) a welcome speech in the hall when we 

(6) (arrive). We (7)  (be) just in time for that 

great speech.

Maggie︰ Yes, but she (8)  (go) to another school next year.

Gordon︰ Why? It is a school with very good reputation.

Maggie︰ Well, she (9)  (continue) her study in England.

Gordon︰ I see. The bell (10)  (ring) now. Let’s go back to the classroom.

B Maggie and Gordon are talking during recess. Complete the conversation with the correct 
form of the verbs in the brackets.
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